
Pitanja za ponavljanje UNIT 1 Test – NEW BUILDING BRIDGES 8 

 

1. Match the words and the definitions. 

 

go to a meeting or a class    focus on 

answer the phone     attend 

like       be fond of 

concentrate on      pick up 

 

2. Complete the text with the words and expressions below. 

 

do well  keep up nerd  fashion victim 

 

Dora tries to ____________________ with the latest fashion trends. When it comes to fashion, you 

can call her a real ____________________ . Filip is an ordinary, well behaved boy. He always tries to 

____________________ in exams. You can call him a ____________________ .  

 

3. Complete the questions and find out more about Dora and Filip. 

 

Where/he live? 

 

Q: _______________________________________________________ In Osijek. 

Where/she be from? 

 

Q: _______________________________________________________ From Osijek. 

Who/he talk to/about his problems? 

 

Q: _______________________________________________________ His best friend Marko. 

What/subjects/she like? 

 

Q: _______________________________________________________ English and History. 

 



4. Complete the sentences with the missing prepositions (in, on, out, up…) 

 

When you do something really well, you are good _______________ it. 

When you like something, you are fond _______________ it. 

When you answer the phone, you pick it _______________ . 

When you express your opinion openly, you speak _______________ . 

 

5. Write the numbers as words or words as numbers. 

 

8th ___________________________________________________ 

 

43% __________________________________________________ 

 

1/2 ___________________________________________________ 

 

the twenty fifth _________________________________________ 

 

6. Correct the sentences. 

 

My little sister is a very curiosity baby. ___________________________________________________ 

They often discuss globe problems. _____________________________________________________ 

About 20 percentage of teenagers drink. _________________________________________________ 

I never read advertise. ________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Read about Brenda talking about her classmates Billy and Emily  and complete the sentences with 

the correct pronouns or possessive adjectives (I, my, mine, myself…) 

 

No one would call ____________________ friend Emily likable. She never listens to other people and  

she is not interested in ____________________ problems.  

We all like ____________________ friend Billy and he likes ____________________ . 

 



8. Complete the text with the present simple or the present continuous of the verbs below. 

 

know  sit  spend  look 

 

Nobody ____________________ with that strange boy from our class. He even  

____________________ any sport. His dog ____________________ for him as usual. He only  

____________________ time in front of his computer. 

 

9. Report what these people are saying. 

 

"Why do you stay out late?" 

Nicky asks her classmates _____________________________________________________________ 

"Does Amy ever go out?" 

Billy wonders _______________________________________________________________________ 

"I'm never  going to make any friends in this school." 

Amy says that ______________________________________________________________________ 

"We really trust you." 

Paula's mum tells her ________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 


